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An industry leader needs to understand traction for
new value propositions. Across key performance
indicators, how can the brand quantify critical
points of influence and persuade existing and
prospective customers to engage meaningfully
with the brand?
• Industry: Real Estate
• Proposed Solution: Qualitative exploration of value propositions via
online discussion board followed by a robust quantitative survey.
• Benefit of Method: Rich, qualitative context to and finalize concepts.
Quantifiable rigor to persuade stakeholders the top option will deliver.
• General Timeline: 8-10 weeks
• Research Investment: From $95K
• Example Insights: [enclosed]
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42%
74%

Very Interested

are interested in what
concept Axiom offers

Somewhat
interested

72%

Not very interested
Not interested at all

Nearly 3 in 4

18%

32%

This is a good value

18%

This feels expensive for what I'll get
This is priced so low the quality must be poor

8%

Those aged 34-40 may be more likely than all other age groups to be interested in concept Axiom (82%).

72% feel
the offer is a
good value
Overall, customers
demonstrate high interest
in this concept and feel it
will deliver good value.
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Moving Forward
Optimize concept Axiom to prioritize the price/value equation
Showcase each of the four strongest options to give customers confidence
they are selecting the right fit for their personal needs. Consider a change
to aesthetics/graphics to include more of the 34–40-year-old demographic
for whom this concept had exceptional traction.
Drive heightened awareness where these customers spend the
most time
Use social media to inform and educate. The perception of customizable
choice is key, so explore interactive options to help customers narrow
choice in-app with direct calls to action for contact info and further
outreach. Sales support specialists should receive these narrowed choice
options prior to engaging with the customer to make the experience more
efficient and personal.
In Phase 3, re-examine hypotheses for validity
To keep findings fresh and confidence high, we’ll utilize additional context
from customers once the top concept has been “in the wild” for three
months which will allow us to maintain and proceed or tweak and evolve for
maximum impact.
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